Archetypal energies as a humanistic framework for optimal human relations individually and collectively

The focus of this presentation is to call attention to what author call archetypal energies in his award-winning book, *Evolving the Human Race Game*, and to discuss how they can be used as a humanistic framework for optimal human relations individually and collectively. The book received the 2016 Living Now Evergreen Best Book Bronze Medal Award for Spiritual Leadership. In the book, archetypal energies, transcending all cultures, are defined as higher vibrational energies that operate deep within our psyches, at both individual and collective levels. We tend to experience them as creative urges to move us toward our optimal selves and optimal realities. Easily recognized terms are used to evoke a common sense of these archetypal energies (e.g., Trust, Love, Acceptance, Harmony, Inclusion, Patience, Wisdom, Courage and Truth). There are three types of archetypal energies (overall 25 of them) that establish a healthy disposition for human relations. Archetypal energy has its own transcendent value, purpose, quality, and voice unique to the individual. To illustrate the links among archetypal energies and optimal human relations, author will discuss seven types of human race games we play, three of which have kept us stuck in unhealthy human relations and how we might transform them toward more optimal human relations. To assist in understanding a transition toward optimal human relations, humanistic themes and research findings will be drawn from: psycho-historical information and original essays in my book, *Transitions in Consciousness from an African American Perspective* (e.g., Chapter 2, Toward A Psychology of Black Mental Health) and my other writings related to choice (e.g., *The Power of Yes and No: The Relation To Consciousness, Probable Realities, and E-motions*) and healing wounds in the psyche (e.g., Healing Our Race-Linked Wounds). Relevant tools and strategies for accessing archetypal energies will also be identified.
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